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Recruitment in Swarm-Founding Wasps: Polybia occidentalis Does not Actively Scent-Mark Carbohydrate Food Sources
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Scent marking food resources is expected to enhance foraging efficiency reducing search time. Many social bees exhibit this behavior, but scent-marking is absent in social wasps, except for Vespa mandarina. We tested for scent marking in the swarm-founding wasp, Polybia occidentalis. This wasp has moderately large colonies and utilizes resources that are concentrated in time and space, making scent marking profitable. Also, this wasp uses chemical markings to lead nestmates to a new nest site during swarm emigration, making it possible that it could use the same behavior to recruit nestmates to a food source. Foragers from 11 colonies were given a choice between a previously visited feeder and an unvisited one, both containing a rich, unscented sucrose solution. There was no difference in the number of visits to the two treatments. However, some individuals chose the feeder on one side more often. We conclude that foragers of this species of wasp do not use odor marks left behind by nestmates to find food, but they do exhibit the tendency, when returning to a food source that has not been depleted, to choose a resource based on its relative position, presumably by using visual cues.

1. Introduction

Recruitment is communication that brings nestmates to an area where work is required, and in social insects it enhances the efficiency of colony resource acquisition by increasing the number of foragers exploiting a food source [1]. A number of recruitment mechanisms have evolved, including the well-known waggle dance of honey bees [2] and the trail pheromones of ants [3] and stingless bees [4, 5]. Both the occurrence and sophistication of recruitment mechanisms tend to correlate positively with colony size [6].

In contrast to the bees and ants, no recruitment signals that encode distance or direction have been found in the social wasps [7, 8], but foragers in some species utilize social cues. Olfactory cues from the food brought back by successful foragers can stimulate foraging and bias a colony’s collection efforts to resources with the same scent in the field. This behavior has been demonstrated in yellowjackets [9–12] and the swarm-founding wasp Polybia occidentalis [13, 14]. In addition to this nest-based information, wasps also utilize social, field-based information; many species are attracted to food sources where others are feeding (local enhancement) [8, 13, 15, 16].

The majority of social wasp colonies have populations in the $10^2$–$10^3$ range, but some species reach the $10^4$–$10^5$ range [17], and individuals number as many as 7 million in Agelaia vicina colonies [18], far beyond the colony sizes of honey bees, stingless bees, and many ant species. It is puzzling that wasps have not evolved food recruitment behavior despite achieving colony sizes that exceed those of other recruiting insects. The reason for the unequal distribution of recruitment mechanisms across the social Hymenoptera has not been explained. However, the range of recruitment mechanisms also has not been fully explored, especially for the social wasps. Thus, there remains the possibility that food recruitment exists in species that have
not been thoroughly studied, or for which the full gamut of recruitment mechanisms has not been examined.

Chemical markings (either repellent or attractive) left at food sources by previous visitors can also play a role in the rejection or acceptance of a resource. These marks are beneficial because attractive marks can increase the rate of exploitation of a resource, while repellent marks can prevent useless probing of depleted sources. These markings can be categorized as either signals, which are actively left at food sources to convey information, or cues, which provide information but are left passively as a byproduct of sender behavior. Evidence for both attractive and repellent marks has been adduced for some bumble bees [19, 20] and stingless bees [21, 22]. Recent evidence suggests that these marks are cues, footprints of cuticular hydrocarbons left behind passively by foragers walking on food sources [5, 23–26]. The rejection or acceptance of a resource is a context-dependent, learned association between the marking and the presence or absence of a reward. Thus, when a bee encounters a scent mark on a resource that is paired with a reward, she positively associates the scent mark with the presence of a reward and visits scent-marked flowers more frequently. The opposite occurs when a flower has previously been visited and depleted.

Repellent and attractive marks are also left on food by foraging honey bees [27–29]. Studies comparable to those performed on bumble bees and stingless bees have not been carried out to determine whether these marks are cues or signals. However, foraging honey bees actively release Nasonov gland pheromone at some resources, which is attractive to other foraging bees [29, 30]. This pheromone is most often released at water sources, unscented artificial feeders, and highly profitable resources [30, 31]. Taken together, the foraging contexts under which Nasonov pheromone is released suggest that its function is to pinpoint the location of profitable, unscented resources to potential recruits.

Previous work on Vespa germanica wasps suggested that feeders are attractive to foragers after being visited heavily over a period of days or walked over extensively [32, 33]. However, a better-controlled study on this species found that feeders visited 50 or 100 times are no more attractive than unvisited ones [34]. The only wasp that has been found to actively apply scent marks to food sources is the hornet Vespa mandarina, which applies secretions from the sixth sternal (van der Vecht’s) gland that are attractive to nestmates [35]. This behavior occurs during autumn raids on honey bee and wasp colonies, when these hornets switch to group hunting and attack these colonies en masse [35, 36].

In contrast to the vespine wasps, food site marking has not been studied in the swarm-founding Polistinae. Swarm-founding wasps may be more likely to exhibit scent-marking behavior than independent-founding species. Many species of the swarm-founding Polistinae, including Polybia occidentalis, deposit attractive scent marks that guide nestmates to a new nest site during colony emigration [37, 38]. During emigration, scout wasps drag their gasters on leaves to deposit an attractive pheromone from a gland at the base of the fifth gastric sternite [37, 38]. This pheromone could easily be co-opted for use in a foraging context.

The benefits of food-site marking are expected to be greater for species with large colony size. Larger colonies have more foragers and therefore are more likely to find scent-marked resources quickly. Polybia occidentalis, like many wasps, exploits a variety of carbohydrate resources that are often concentrated in time and space, including fruit, human refuse, honeydew, and extrafloral nectaries ([39], B. Taylor pers. obs.). Polybia occidentalis also gathers nectar from flowers of at least 15 families of plants, and the families of plants preferred by wasps tend to be those that produce large numbers of flowers [40]. Furthermore, P. occidentalis forms moderately large colonies, numbering up to several thousand individuals [38]. Thus, in addition to the presence of scent-marking glands used during swarm emigration, the large colony sizes and the types of resources exploited by P. occidentalis suggest this species may benefit from food-site marking.

Here, we test the hypothesis that the swarm-founding wasp Polybia occidentalis marks carbohydrate food sites using a chemical attractant signal. We also test whether foragers use a visual cue—relative position on a feeder stand—to relocate food upon return.

2. Methods

The study was performed at Centro de Rescate Las Pumas, approximately 5 km west of Cañas, Guanacaste, Costa Rica (10°25’N, 85°7’W). Experiments were conducted between 23 June and 9 July 2008. This is the wet season in this area of Costa Rica, and colonies were in a stage of active growth.

To facilitate training and following of foragers, nests were moved into a field with scattered trees, where they were attached to branches at eye level using either nylon cable ties or wire. Tanglefoot (The Tanglefoot Co., Grand Rapids, MI, USA) was applied to the branches to prevent predation by ants. All nests were moved at night to minimize the number of workers lost. Experimental trials were conducted between the hours of 08:00 and 14:00. Rain often occurred in the late afternoon, so conducting trials during this time was specifically avoided.

2.1. Forager Marking and Training. A pool of 50 individually marked workers was established for each nest at least one day prior to testing to differentiate individuals and members of different nests. A sucrose-filled feeding dish atop a tripod stand was placed directly against the nest. As workers stepped onto it from the nest to feed, they were caught, placed in vials on ice until immobile, and marked on the thorax using paint pens (Decolcor, Uchida of America, Corp. Torrance, CA, USA). The markings encoded a unique number for both nest and individual. After marking, individuals were returned to the tripod stand, where they warmed up before flying back to the nest.

Before each experimental trial, foragers were trained to feed from a round, 4.5 cm-diameter tin dish that was covered by a lid. The side of each dish had an opening through which a glass microscope slide projected, providing a landing platform down which foragers could walk to access the liquid...
The feeder was filled with a 2 M sucrose solution and placed against the nest in the same fashion as during the marking process. Foragers crawled down from the nest and fed from the dish. After 15–20 workers started feeding from the dish, we began moving it upwind from the nest in increments of approximately 1 m until it was 10 m from the nest. During this time, the number of foragers coming to the feeder often dropped considerably. If fewer than two marked foragers arrived, the feeder was again moved near the nest until at least two marked foragers made repeated visits. Because there is some evidence that scented solutions are less likely to be marked [30], we did not scent the solution with any extracts.

2.2. Experimental Trials. After at least two marked foragers were trained to the feeder and it was 10 m from the nest, the feeder was replaced with a clean one in the center of the tripod stand. If a resource is actively marked with a chemical signal, then few visits should be required to make a feeder more attractive. Therefore, the trained foragers were allowed to visit the new feeder (hereafter referred to as the test feeder) a total of five times (i.e., a total of five visits distributed among all the trained foragers). This process occurred very quickly, usually taking less than 2 minutes. Immediately thereafter, the test feeder was moved to one side of the stand, and an identical but unvisited feeder (hereafter referred to as the control feeder) was placed on the opposite side of the stand, 9.5 cm from the test feeder. The stand was rotated so that the line connecting the two dishes was perpendicular to wind direction.

A trial consisted of 40 choices made by a colony (distributed among 2–5 foragers, each making 1–25 choices). All choices made by arriving, marked foragers were recorded for use in the analysis until 40 visits were reached. All unmarked foragers were captured and held until the conclusion of the trial. To avoid the biasing effects of local enhancement, foragers that arrived while another forager was feeding were not counted [13, 15]. The position of the test feeder on the tray (either right or left as viewed from downwind) was determined by a coin flip and switched between visits. If the control feeder was visited, its slide was replaced, and if other portions of the control feeder were walked on, they were also replaced. An observer sat crosswind, approximately 1 m from the feeders, to minimize interference with any scent plumes left behind by foragers.

2.3. Statistical Analysis. The food-site-marking hypothesis predicts that the test feeder will receive more visits than the control feeder. If no scent marking has occurred, then both feeders should be visited equally. Therefore, we let \( Y_i = \) proportion of landings on the test feeder for each colony and conducted a \( t \)-test with \( H_0: \mu = 0.5 \). A 95% confidence interval for the mean was also constructed. We conducted further tests to explore the roles of previous visits and positional fidelity on feeder choice. For each individual making at least eight choices during a trial, we conducted two Fisher's exact tests. The first tested whether there was any preference for the previously visited test feeder, and the second tested whether foragers showed any positional bias (i.e., chose the feeder associated with the left or right side more often during their visits).

3. Results

For the population of foragers from the 11 nests tested, the mean proportion of visits to the test feeder was 0.525, with a confidence interval that included 0.5 (95% CI: 0.494–0.556) (Table 1). A \( t \)-test revealed that colonies did not choose the test feeder any more or less often than expected by chance (\( t = 1.80, df = 10, P = .102 \)). There were 25 foragers that made at least eight choices during the trials. Of these, none chose the test feeder significantly more often (Figure 1), but
6 of the 25 showed a side preference (Figure 2). This is sufficient to reject the null hypothesis that no individuals had a side preference ($P = .0012$). Foragers approached the feeders from downwind but did not fly in a zig-zag pattern as they approached and did not hover before entering a feeder. Instead, foragers flew directly to a feeder before landing and entering. During the trials, no dragging of the gaster on the feeders was seen, except when foragers exited the feeders. However, there was no evidence that exiting foragers actively wiped the gaster on any portion of the feeder as described for swarm emigration [37, 38], the dragging was likely due to the mass of the imbibed liquid weighing the gaster down. The average time between visits to the test feeder by successive foragers during testing was 1 minute 20 seconds (maximum time: 6 minutes 25 seconds). This figure is slightly inflated because the choices of foragers were scored only if no other forager was present.

4. Discussion

We found no evidence that attractive scent marks were actively applied to the food dishes, and thus we conclude that scent marking does not occur in the context of carbohydrate foraging in *P. occidentalis*. In addition, foragers were observed taking direct lines of flight from the nest to the feeders, and no hovering near the feeders occurred before landing. This is in contrast to the behavior of wasps using olfactory cues to locate food [10, 12]. In these studies, wasps approached the feeders using zig-zag patterns and hovered before landing at the resource [10, 12]. It is unlikely that scent markings applied to the feeders would have deteriorated during the trials. Chemical signals evolved in this context should be long-lasting. Markings laid down by bumble bees and stingless bees can last for more than an hour [41–43]. Here, the maximum time between visits to the test feeder was only 6 minutes 25 seconds.

It is also unlikely that the feeders did not exceed a threshold of profitability required to elicit scent marking. The concentrations of dissolved sugar in the carbohydrate resources often exploited by wasps (floral and extrafloral nectar, fruit, and honeydew) range from approximately 0.5 M to 2.5 M [44–47]. Thus, it is likely that a 2 M solution located a mere 10 m from the nest would be perceived as highly profitable to the wasps and therefore likely to be marked if the behavior indeed did exist. However, if wasps only switch to marking at greater distances, similar to honey bees switching to waggle dances only when food sources are >100 m from the nest [2], our test would not have detected its presence.

Because we tested only for responses to signal-based, active scent marks, we cannot entirely rule out the possibility of passive footprint cues, such as those utilized by stingless bees and bumble bees, that might accumulate after many repeated visits [5, 23–26]. The number of visits required to make a feeder more attractive varies among species. A foraging honey bee need land only briefly on a feeder to leave an attractive scent mark [30]. However, in some stingless bees, 20–40 visits are required to make a visited feeder more attractive than an unvisited one [23, 43]. *Vespa germanica* foragers did not choose a feeder visited 50 or 100 times any more often than an unvisited one [34]. On the other hand, these wasps were shown to follow a trail in the nest entrance tunnel after it had been walked over by more than 200 individuals [48]. However, if such a large number of visits is required to mark a food site with a footprint cue, it would be of little value to foragers.

Because we used a carbohydrate food source, our experiment cannot rule out the possibility that scent marks are deposited on protein resources. Several swarm-founding wasps scavenge on carrion [49–51], especially those in the genera *Agelaia* and *Angiopolybia*. On the other hand, the scent of rotting meat may render active marking of a resource superfluous [8]. Indeed, recruitment was not found in *Agelaia multipicta* or *A. hamiltoni*, two species known to exhibit necrophagy [7]. In the tropics, these wasps must also contend with stingless bees and ants that feed on carrion [3, 4, 52]. Wasps may not be able to compete with these insects, especially those that can amass large numbers of foragers at these highly profitable sources using recruitment.

Foragers also did not choose the test feeder any less often than the control, suggesting that *P. occidentalis* does not leave behind repellent scent marks, either. There remains the possibility, however, that repellent scent marks may be left behind if a feeder is depleted. When repellent behavior has been found in bees, the experiments utilized real flowers or
artificial flowers that were depleted after feeding. In contrast, our feeders remained filled.

Although we found no evidence for the role of scent marks in forager resource choice, we did find an effect of feeder position for some individuals. Presumably, these wasps learned the relative position of the feeder on the tripod stand using local landmarks and subsequently returned to that same feeder more often. Because scent was weak, visual cues may have been the only reliable cues available. Indeed, visual cues are known to be used by wasps upon return if a food source has not been depleted [53–55]. However, not all individuals displayed a side preference. It is possible that these individuals encountered other foragers at the feeders during a trip, and this interaction caused them to choose a different feeder on subsequent trips. Alternatively, the strength of positional fidelity may have varied among individuals. A study addressing the phenomenon directly is needed to resolve the issue.

The apparent absence of scent marking in wasps and its presence in some bees may be related to differences in food sources utilized. Bees derive much of their carbohydrate sustenance from flowers, while wasps get theirs from a variety of sources including fruit, extraloral nectaries, honeydew, and human refuse [39]. Repellent scent marks left by bees on depleted flowers allow subsequent visitors to discriminate between visited and unvisited flowers (i.e., each flower represents a point source). In contrast, a repellent marking on a non-point source, such as honeydew, would not be as beneficial for a foraging wasp. Yet, like most bees, wasps feed on flowers ([39, 40], B. Taylor, pers. obs.). However, because wasps are restricted by their short glossas to flowers with short corollas or cup-like morphologies, flowers likely make up a smaller portion of their diet compared to bees, and therefore, selective pressure favoring scent marking of these sources may be weak. The application of attractive scent marks to clustered food sources, such as concentrations of honeydew-producing Hemiptera or human refuse, could be beneficial for wasps. However, fruit and human refuse may be similar to rotting carrion in that they could be easily detected by means of their scents alone. Also, the overall distribution of these resources in the environment near P. occidentalis nests, though unknown in this study, may select for an opportunistic foraging strategy. Johnson [56] reasoned that environments with an abundance of small resources and few large, transient resources would select for opportunism, rather than recruitment and defense of resources. An opportunistic strategy may also allow foragers to find resources more quickly [56].

Despite having the machinery for scent-marking swarm emigration routes, P. occidentalis does not utilize it in the context of carbohydrate foraging. This suggests that the benefit-to-cost ratio of the behavior may fall heavily on the cost side. Unlike nest-based recruitment mechanisms that remain cryptic to non-nestmates, field-based mechanisms are subject to eavesdropping by non-nestmates and heterospecifics. Indeed, some foraging stingless bees, honey bees, and bumble bees use marks by individuals from other nests and even other species [28, 57]. Thus, the cost of olfactory eavesdropping may render scent-marking behavior unprofitable to most wasp species.
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